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A B S T R A C T
Regularization is an essential technique discussed in an attempt to solve the overﬁtting problem in deep
convolutional neural networks (CNNs). In this paper, we proposed a novel companion objective function as a
regularization strategy to boost the classiﬁcation performance in deep CNNs. Three aspects of this companion objective function are studied. Firstly, we proposed two kinds of auxiliary supervision for convolutional
ﬁlters and non-linear activations respectively in the companion objective function. Both of them enhanced
the performance by aleviating the overﬁtting problem and auxiliary supervision for non-linear activations
provided more eﬃciency. Secondly, regularization of auxiliary supervision in the pre-training phrase is discussed. With the assistance of auxiliary supervision, CNNs could obtain a more favorable initialization for
end-to-end supervised ﬁne-tuning. Finally, this companion objective function is veriﬁed to be compatible
with other regularization strategies such as dropout and data augmentation. Experimental results on benchmark datasets (CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100) demonstrated advantages of our proposed companion objective
function as a regularization approach.
© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Convolutional Neural Networks(CNNs) have been successfully
applied in practice and across a wide range of computer vision tasks,
such as image classiﬁcation [1–3], object detection [4–6], semantic segmentation [7,8], object tracking [9,10] and visual question
answering [11,12]. The origin of CNNs [13] goes back to the 1986
and there has been a resurgence of interest in various neural networks named deep learning since 2006. Deep learning techniques
are a class of machine learning techniques that model hierarchical
abstractions in input data with the help of multiple hidden layers.
Signiﬁcant performance gain of deep learning is mainly due to the
increased availability of labeled data and processing power. CNNs are
biologically-inspired variants of neural networks and composed of
alternating convolutional layers and pooling layers [14]. Taking into
account the spatial structure of images, each convolutional layer supplies a particularly well-adapted architecture of local receptive ﬁelds
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and shared weights. Hence, neurons in each layer will only be connected to a small region of the lower layer, instead of all neurons in
a fully-connected manner.
In the presence of large amount of labeled datasets, the capacity of CNNs could be improved easily by increasing their depths and
widths, which implies growing parameters need to be tuned [2,3].
Due to their large number of parameters, it takes signiﬁcantly longer
to train CNNs while running the risk of overﬁtting. Overﬁtting is
a major problem that occur during neural network training and it
means the model starts to memorize training data rather than learning to generalize from trend, which yields worse generalization.
A wide range of regularization techniques, such as data augmentation [15,16], unsupervised pre-training [17], early stopping [18],
parameter norm penalities [19], bagging [20], dropout [21], stochastic pooling [22], multi-task learning [23,24], various objective functions [3,25,26] and so on, have been proposed to keep overﬁtting
at bay and enhance the performance of CNNs from various angles.
Data augmentation [15,16] is an effective strategy which augments
training datasets by label-preserving image transformations such as
scaling and rotation. The additional training data help the neural network to learn more invariant features and improve generalization to
unseen data with noise. Unsupervised pre-training [17] is an unusual
form of regularization by deﬁning a favorable initialization point
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for traditional supervised training rather than supervised training
straightly from randomly initialization point. Furthermore, unsupervised pre-training takes full advantages of unlabeled data which are
always abundant and easily acquired. Early stopping [18] is a simple
form of regularization applied to avoid overﬁtting when training in
an iterative method, such as stochastic gradient descent. Parameter
norm penalties [19] are regularization based on limiting the capacity
of neural networks by adding parameter norm penalties, such as L1
or L2, to the objective function. As a result, the weight matrix appears
some degree of sparsity with weights being updated iteratively.
Bagging [20] is also a frequently regularization method to reduce
generalization error by combining several models. Generalization
error is reduced owing to errors from different uncorrelated models which are enforced by different assumptions, hyper-parameters
or training strategies. Dropout training [21] is a variant of ensemble
method which combines different network topologies by randomly
dropping out nodes of the neural network during training. In this
sense, each training example just inﬂuences one network topology in
each iteration. All network topologies are sub-networks of a neural
network and they share the same weights. Stochastic pooling [22] is
a speciﬁed type of regularization for convolutional layers that enable
the pooling layer after each convolutional layer a stochastic process
rather than the deterministic operation in pooling layers such as
average and max. Max pooling only captures the strongest activation
of each pooling region. However, stochastic pooling could take nonmaximal activations into account and thus represent multi-modal
distributions of activations within each pooling region. Multi-task
learning [23,24] proﬁts from a regularization effect by leveraging
supervised data from various tasks. In this way, generic parameters
shared across all given tasks and task-speciﬁc parameters could be
trained together with augmented training data. Despite deep learning has been shown to outperform traditional methods in numerous
ﬁelds, in fact, more effective regularization strategies for deep learning play a major rule in improving generalization and avoiding
overﬁtting.
In this work, a novel companion objective function as a regularization is proposed to facilitate the training of feature extractors,
especially in lower layers. The key point of this kind of companion
objective function is that we train several neural networks simultaneously with increasing depths and shared weights. Deeper neural
networks are built based on shallower neural networks. It is similar with the dropout regularization but dropout training generates
sub-networks with the same depth. An alternative view of this kind
of companion objective function is that auxiliary supervised classiﬁers helps to address the vanishing gradient problem [27,28] during
neural network training with the back-propagation algorithm. In
addition, this kind of companion objective function could cooperate
with other forms of regularization such as dropout, data augmentation and so forth. Experimental results on the classiﬁcation benchmark dataset, CIFAR-10 [29], demonstrate the effectiveness of our
proposed regularization strategy, which signiﬁcantly outperform the
results of the current state of the art technique. In order to prove
that effects of our method are not just akin to a particular dataset,
we have experimented on the dataset CIFAR-100 [29], results also
indicate the promising performance of our proposed method.

2. Related work
There has been very limited achievements in the past for regularization methods from the angle of objective functions. Hinton et
al. [30] showed that Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [31] can
be stacked to form so-called Deep Belief Networks (DBNs) [17] and
introduced a greedy layer-wise unsupervised learning algorithm for
DBNs. However, unsupervised greedy layer-wise training indicates
inadequate. Bengio et al. [32] proposed a variant of greedy layer-wise
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training based on partial supervision and signiﬁcant improvements
support that the greedy supervised layer-wise training strategy helps
to optimize deep networks. Better generalization is also obtained
because this strategy initializes each layer with better representations of abstractions. It is equivalent to deﬁne several objective
functions and each of them is optimized by the back-propagation
algorithm in a sequence from bottom to top. Multiple objective functions optimized in a separated manner are applied as a regularization
and help to optimize deep networks. But former optimizations are
independent to the ﬁnal optimization of the whole network, neglecting the truth that former optimizations are conducted to promote the
ﬁnal optimization.
Based on a hypothesis that a classiﬁer trained on more discriminative features displays better performance than one trained on less
discriminative features, Lee et al. [25] introduced a companion objective function which enforces direct and early supervision for both
hidden layers and the output layer. This companion objective function acts as a kind of feature regularization, which simultaneously
minimizes ﬁnal classiﬁcation error while enforcing hidden layers
to learn more discriminative features. In addition, the exploding
and vanishing gradients problems could be alleviated as there is a
supervision for each hidden layer from the ground truth labels. The
GoogLeNet [3] also introduces several auxiliary supervised classiﬁers
which are selectively connected to the middle level convolutional
layers and has won the ﬁrst place in the Large Scale Visual Recognition Challenge 2015 (ILSVRC2015). This design encourages the lower
and middle level convolutional features to be trained directly from
the auxiliary supervision, avoiding gradient information vanished in
very deep layers in back-propagation procedure.
The most popular activation function employed in CNNs mentioned above is rectiﬁed linear unit(ReLU) [33]. ReLU is a piecewise
linear function which keeps positive inputs invariant and projects
negative inputs to zeros. Consequently, activations of neural nodes
are sparse and the gradient is less likely to vanish. However, ReLU
has an undesirable property that back-propagation will be blocked
once the unit is not activated and a vanishing error back ﬂow has
almost no effect on weight updates of lower layers. Authors in [34]
introduced a so-called maxout activation function which assigns a
non-zero slope to both positive part and negative part. Hence it facilitates the optimization procedure by partly preventing active hidden
units from transiting to inactive. Weichen et al. [35] improved the
ﬁtting performance of the activation function by employing a trainable activation function called Multi-layer Maxout Network (MMN).
Compared to ﬁxed activations, MMN is a multi-layer variant of maxout and is capable of approximating an arbitrary function. On the
other hand, MMN increases the number of trainable parameters and
the depth of CNNs simultaneously, implying more risks of overﬁtting.
Therefore, it is imperative to develop more eﬃcient regularization
techniques.
In this paper, we proposed a novel companion objective function
as a regularization aiming to enhance the representation of highlevel features by obtaining more discriminative low-level features.
Auxiliary supervision is utilized on regularizing both convolutional
ﬁlters and activation functions together with global supervision. To
sum up, the proposed companion objective function has beneﬁcial
characteristics both for optimization and regularization. Moreover, it
can be applied simultaneously in conjunction with other regularization strategies such as dropout and data augmentation.

3. Our proposed companion objective function
The architecture of our fully convolutional neural network with
auxiliary supervision on MMNs is shown in Fig. 1. MMN is a micro
neural network introduced as a trainable activation function and its
architecture is shown in Fig. 2. We can employ SVM classiﬁers or
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Fig. 1. Fully convolutional neural network with auxiliary supervision on MMNs.

softmax classiﬁers as the auxiliary supervision since the SVM is more
local objective, which could be thought of either as a bug or a feature, while the softmax classiﬁer is more global objective. In this
section, we will discuss how auxiliary classiﬁers appended to our
model helps parameters to be modiﬁed through training and how to
use companion supervision as a regularization eﬃciently.
3.1. Deﬁnition
We deﬁne S = {(x, y) ∈ {(xi , yi ), i = 1, . . . , N}} be a set of N samples, where xi ∈ Rn is the i-th raw input data, yi ∈ {1, . . . , K} is the
corresponding label, and K is the number of labels. The essence of a
deep CNN is a composition of functions deﬁned as:

As shown in Fig. 1, the function fclassiﬁer is a linear classiﬁer added
on the top of the model and wclassiﬁer is the normal vector to the
hyperplane if we employ the SVM classiﬁer.
3.2. Review of MMN
MMN is a trainable activation function with a multi-layer structure. Given an input x ∈ Rn (x is either the raw input vector or the
state vector of a hidden layer), the activation g(x) of a hidden unit is
calculated as follows:
(1)

hj (x) = max xT Wi

(4)

i∈{1,2}

(2)

F(x, W, wclassiﬁer ) = fclassiﬁer ◦ gL ◦ fL ◦ · · · ◦ gl ◦ fl ◦ · · · ◦ g1 ◦ f1 (x)

(1)

g(x) = max hj (x)T Wj

(5)

j∈{1,2}

where fl is a linear transformation of each layer, l ∈ [1, L], corresponding to the convolution operation on its input, and gl is a non-linear
activation function, corresponding to the MMN of each layer. Here
we absorb the pooling operation into fl because it has no parameters
to be trained. The parameter W consists of two categories of trainable parameters, which are Wl for convolutional ﬁlters and Ŵl for
non-linear activation functions of each layer respectively. Here, we
absorb the bias term into the parameter Wl . Suppose xl−1 is the output of the (l − 1)-th layer, the weighted sum transfer function fl of the
l-th layer is deﬁned as:

Here, the MMN a two-layer network and hj (x) is a hidden unit
performing the max operation over two functions.
MMN is a powerful trainable approximator and could be trained
to approximate any complex activation function well by increasing the parameter km and the depth, even the potential activation
function is non-convex such as a w-shaped curve.

fl (xl−1 ) = xTl−1 Wl

(2)



W = W1 , Ŵ1 , W2 , Ŵ2 , · · · , WL , ŴL

(3)

Supposing that SVM classiﬁers are applied to provide auxiliary
supervision, all auxiliary SVM classiﬁers can be divided into two
parts with their parameters w for linear weighted sum functions and
ŵ for trainable non-linear activation functions respectively:

Then the output of the l-th layer xl , is given by:
xl = gl (fl (xl−1 ))

3.3. Companion objective function
We deﬁne the weight vector W for both convolutional ﬁlters and
MMNs as:
(6)

w = (w1 , w2 , · · · , wL−1 )

(7)



ŵ = ŵ1 , ŵ2 , · · · , ŵL−1

(8)

As a result, the companion objective function of this model is deﬁned
as a weighted sum of various losses:

2
L(W, wclassiﬁer ) + wclassiﬁer  + aC1 + bC2

(9)

where

Fig. 2. Multi-layer Maxout Network (MMN).

C1 =

L−1 

l(W, wl ) + wl 2 − c
l=1

+

(10)
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C2 =

L−1 


 2
l̂(W, ŵl ) + ŵl  − d

l=1

(11)

+

The overall loss is


L(W, wclassiﬁer ) =

1− < wclassiﬁer , v(xi , fclassiﬁer ) − v(xi , yi ) >

2
+

fclassiﬁer =yi
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datasets CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100. Experimental results are compared with those methods proposed in literatures [25,34,36,37] as
well as the current state of the art. Furthermore, we demonstrate that
the companion objective function plays a role as a regularization in
deep models with extensive experiments. Our experiments are based
on Caffe [38], which is a popular deep learning framework.
4.1. Experimental setup

(12)

and the companion losses are
l(W, wl ) =


l
fclassiﬁer
=yi

l̂(W, ŵl ) =


l
f̂classiﬁer
=yi





l
1− < wl , v(xi , fclassiﬁer
) − v(xi , yi ) >

l
) − v(xi , yi ) >
1− < ŵl , v(xi , f̂classiﬁer

2
+
2
+

(13)

(14)

We name C1 and C2 as companion losses for convolutional layers
and MMN activation functions respectively. a and b are hyperparameters that balance the inﬂuence of losses in the companion
objective function. Eqs. (10) and (11) denote squared hinge losses of
l
l
and f̂classiﬁer
two different types mentioned above, in which fclassiﬁer
are the outputs of auxiliary SVM classiﬁers at the l-th layers, c and
d are thresholds controlling the inﬂuence of different companion
losses. Once the companion loss is less than the threshold during
training, it will be not included in the calculations of the overall
objective function. When all the companion losses are omitted, the
objective function equals to the regular objective function of end-toend supervised learning. In Eq. (12), L(W, wclassiﬁer ) and wclassiﬁer 2
are the squared hinge loss and the margin of the SVM classiﬁer at
the top of the deep CNN. Here v is the joint feature function and we
omit the inﬂuence of balance parameters between the squared hinge
loss and the margin for simplicity. In Eq. (13), l(W, wl ) and wl 2 are
the squared hinge loss and the margin respectively of the SVM classiﬁer added to the l-th hidden
 2 convolutional layer of the deep CNN. In
Eq. (14), l̂(W, ŵl ) and ŵl  are the squared hinge loss and the margin of the SVM classiﬁer, which are added to the trainable non-linear
activation function of the l-th hidden layer.
There are two kinds of auxiliary losses to be considered in our
proposed objective function Eq. (9). The contributions are as follows:
(1) The proposed companion objective function helps to address
the vanishing gradient problem when modifying both parameters
for linear transformations and parameters for nonlinear activation
functions. Layer-wise auxiliary losses act as a compensation for the
lower layers when few gradient information is back propagated
through higher layers and could update parameters of each layer
more eﬃciently, especially for those lower layers. (2) Both kinds
of companion losses act as regularization, which prompt to obtain
more discriminative low-level features enhancing the representation
of high-level features. Hence more discriminative features could be
obtained by training convolutional ﬁlters and non-linear activation
functions jointly, particularly non-linear activation functions, which
plays an important role in making the deep architecture reasonable.
(3) The companion supervision could achieve a good initialization
for conventional ﬁne-tuning and lead to a performance enhancement without losing much information. (4) Our objective function
can also be treated as a trade-off between greedily layer-wise unsupervised pre-training and standard end-to-end supervised learning
and overcome weaknesses of them.
4. Experiments
To verify the performance of our proposed companion objective function, we evaluate it on the image classiﬁcation benchmark

In experiments on CIFAR-10 and CIFAR-100, we introduce four
models with different objective functions to reﬂect inﬂuence of auxiliary supervision added to different components in a deep CNN. In
order to control the inﬂuence of auxiliary supervision to the ﬁnal
classiﬁcation, both a and b in Eq. (9) equal 0.3, which is selected
by a grid search over 0,0.1,. . . ,0.5 on a validation set. We found that
these hyper-parameters selections are crucial and either too large
or too little auxiliary supervision would result to the performance
decreasing.
Model A:

2
L(W, wclassiﬁer ) + wclassiﬁer 

(15)

Model B:

2
L(W, wclassiﬁer ) + wclassiﬁer  + 0.3 ∗ C1

(16)

Model C:

2
L(W, wclassiﬁer ) + wclassiﬁer  + 0.3 ∗ C2

(17)

Model D:

2
L(W, wclassiﬁer ) + wclassiﬁer  + 0.3 ∗ C1 + 0.3 ∗ C2

(18)

Our CNN is similar to the model mentioned in [25], consisting
of three convolutional layers and each of which is followed with a
MMN as its trainable non-linear activation function. We also dropped
the full-connected layers as introduced in [39] and employed a
global averaged pooling layer to produce the output features. Before
training, we preprocessed training images by the global contrast
normalization (GCN). The training process was divided into four
steps: Firstly, the model was pre-trained with a companion objective
function for 50,000 iterations. Secondly, the model was ﬁne-tuned
with the simple objective function without any companion losses
for 100,000 iterations. In both steps above, we used a ﬁxed value
of learning rate equal to 0.025. Then we continued ﬁne-tuning the
model for 20,000 iteration with the learning rate decreased by multiplying by 0.025. Finally, we set the value of learning rate to 0.0001
and ﬁne-tuned the model for more 30,000 iterations. In optimization,
we incorporated stochastic gradient descent (SGD) with a mini-batch
of 128 instances. In order to avoid the over-ﬁtting problem, we also
adopted the dropout method to the input image as well as after ﬁrst
two pooling layers. The dropout rates were 20% for dropping out
inputs and 50% otherwise.
4.2. CIFAR-10
The CIFAR-10 dataset consists of 32 × 32 color images in 10
classes, with 6000 images per class. There are 50,000 images for
training and 10,000 images for testing. We selected 1000 images
per class randomly from training images as the validation dataset in
order to identify the hyper-parameters such as learning rates, the
weight decay and iterations of supervised training with companion
losses. A comparison of our model with previous methods is shown
in Table 1.
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Table 3
Comparisons on CIFAR-100.

Table 1
Comparisons on CIFAR-10.
Method

Test error (%)

Method

Maxout [34]
Network In Network [39]
DSN [25]
ALL-CNN [40]
Model A
Model B
Model C
Model D

11.68
10.41
9.78
9.08
9.13
8.84
8.46
8.51

Maxout [34]
Tree based Priors [41]
Network In Network [39]
DSN [25]
Model A
Model B
Model C
Model D

The experimental results show that Model C with the companion
objective function Eq. (17) outperformed others, even Model D which
has more parameters to tune. It is obvious that MMN as a trainable
activation function plays a more important role than others in feature extraction. In order to train DNNs eﬃciently and save memory,
regularization in form of auxiliary supervision should be supplied to
trainable activation function rather than other layers.
4.3. CIFAR-10 with data augmentation
In this part, we augmented the training set by randomly cropping
24 × 24 patches from the 32 × 32 image. Then our models are trained
on random 24 × 24 patches and tested on the 24 × 24 patch cropped
in the center of each 32 × 32 image. A performance comparison illustrated in Table 2 demonstrates our regularization strategy is effective
with data augmentation in the classiﬁcation task as well.
From the above results, we found that the performance improvement of our model with data augmentation is not as much as
that listed in Table 1 (without data augmentation). The companion
supervised information seems to be not so indispensable, which is
reasonable. Because the motivation of the companion objective is to
compensate the gradients for lower layers, they can learn more discriminative features for high layers. Once there are plenty of training
data sets, the lower layer could also learn discriminative features
without companion supervision.

Test error (%)
38.57
36.85
35.68
34.57
33.46
31.94
32.90
31.93

4.5. Regularization view
As we analyzed, both two kinds of auxiliary losses could be
treated as regularization for features. We designed extensive experiments on CIFAR-10 to show their eﬃciency as regularization strategies. In order to reduce the interference of other regularization
such as dropout and data augmentation. We refused the dropout
method to the input image and ran experiments on CIFAR-10 without data augmentation. The compared four models were trained
50,000 iterations ﬁrst (pre-training phase) and then ﬁne-tuned by
end-to-end supervised learning without any auxiliary losses till convergence (ﬁne-tuning phrase). As shown in Fig. 3, at the beginning,
the model without companion losses (Model A) is better than models
trained with companion losses (Model B, Model C and Model D).
All four models converged with ﬁne-tuning. Experimental results
are shown in Table 4, which proved that the companion objective
function would not enhance the performance of models directly,
but play a role of regularization to locate a good initialization of
the network for latter supervised ﬁne-tuning. What is more, the
comparison among three different companion losses indicates that
Model C is a more eﬃcient regularization than others for pre-training
our model. Moreover, the performance of deep neural networks can
be greatly improved with a good initialization of weights prior to
back-propagation.
5. Conclusion

4.4. CIFAR-100
The CIFAR-100 dataset is similar to the CIFAR-10 dataset, except
it has 100 classes containing 600 images each [29]. There are 500
images for training, 100 images for testing per class. For CIFAR-100,
we applied the same model and hyper-parameters as in CIFAR-10,
except the last MMN layer outputs 100 feature maps instead of 10
feature maps corresponding to 100 different classes. The dropout
layer of 20% are removed since the CIFAR-100 dataset is more challenging and the generalization beneﬁts of randomly drop 20% of the
input has diminishing returns. The experimental results demonstrate
advantages of our proposed companion objective function and more
challenging tasks require more auxiliary supervision. A summary in
Table 3 shows the performance comparison of different models on
the CIFAR-100 database.

In this paper, a new companion objective function for deep convolutional networks is proposed, as a regularization to extract more
discriminative features by optimizing the objective function for both
convolutional ﬁlters and non-linear activation functions. What is
more, auxiliary supervision to various layers has been evaluated and
auxiliary supervision for non-linear activation functions is more eﬃcient. In addition, this companion object function helps to address
the vanishing gradient problem in the companion supervised training procedure. Furthermore, it contributes to a good initialization for

Table 2
Comparisons on CIFAR-10 with data augmentation.
Method

Test error (%)

Maxout [34]
Probout [36]
DropConnect [37]
Network In Network [39]
DSN [25]
Model A
Model B
Model C
Model D

9.38
9.39
9.32
8.81
8.22
7.63
7.58
7.49
7.66

Fig. 3. Test error during 50,000 iterations.
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Table 4
Regularization comparisons.
Model

Model A
Model B
Model C
Model D

Test error (%)
Pre-training

Fine-tuning

12.55
21.54
25.56
23.79

9.42
9.21
8.81
8.97

ﬁne-tuning in deep neuron networks. In this framework, more discriminative features could be obtained. The proposed model takes
both advantages of layer-wise supervised training and end-to-end
supervised training. Experimental results show good performance of
our model comparing to some state-of-the-art techniques.
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